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ABSTRACT
The aim of the present work is to illustrate the application of mixed H2/H∞ control theory with Pole-Placement in designing controller for semi-active suspension system. It is well known that the ride comfort is improved by reducing
vehicle body acceleration generated by road disturbance. In order to study this phenomenon, Two Degrees of Freedom
(DOF) in state space vehicle model was built in. However, the role of H∞ is to minimize the disturbance effect on the
output while H2 is used to improve the input of controller. Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) technique is used to calculate
the dynamic controller parameters. The simulation results show that the H2 and H∞ techniques can effectively control
the vibration of vehicle system where the reduction of suspension working space, dynamic tire load and body acceleration. Moreover, the simulation results show that the (RMS) of suspension working space was reduced by 44.5%, body
acceleration and dynamic tire load are reduced by 18.5% and 20% respectively.
Keywords: Mixed H2/H∞; Semi Active Suspension; Pole-Placement; Ride Quality; Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI)

1. Introduction
The purpose of using car suspension system is to provide
rider comfort, ensure contact with the road impel terrain
and of course to carry the weight of the chassis and the
riders. Conventional suspension systems normally used
on vehicles consist of springs and dampers with fixed
dynamic characteristics, i.e. passive in nature. Over the
years there has been a great increase in the operational
velocity of passenger cars and a demand for better ride
comfort. This has led to the development of active suspension systems with an additional actuator or a variable
damper element along with the traditional spring and
damper system The use of active suspension on road vehicles has been considered for many years [1-5]. A large
number of different arrangements from semi-active to
fully active schemes have been investigated [6-9]. There
has also been interest in characterizing the degrees of
freedom and constraints involved in active suspension
design.
Many active suspension control approaches have been
proposed such as Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control, adaptive control, and non-linear control to overcome
these suspension systems problems [10-12].
Robust control alleviates such handicap with the use of
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H∞ controller. The later can minimize the disturbance effect (disturbance rejection) whereas H2 helps improveing the transients of some system outputs. Fast decay,
good damping and reasonable controller dynamics can be
imposed in a proper region in the left complex half plane.
Neither H2 nor H∞ algorithms can do any effect towards
minimizing body acceleration and observing suspension
displacement restriction at same time [13-16]. So, mixed
H2/H∞ control algorithm which is an H2 problem with H∞
constrains seems to be a good choice and has been applied to the considered quarter car model of suspension
system in this paper.
Stability represent the minimum requirement for control systems has been obtained. However, in most cases, a
good controller should act sufficiently fast with welldamped response beside the disturbance attenuation on
selected system outputs.

2. Model Used in the Semi-Active
Suspension Design
The basic model of a semi-active suspension system that
describes car suspension system behavior is a quarter-car
model. It consists of a wheel, a spring/damper, a controllable linear power source and a quarter of the body mass.
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This model allows simulating tire pressure, body acceleration and vertical body displacement as shown in
Figure 1.

Dynamic Model Equations
In this section, a quarter car-model with two degrees of
freedom is considered. The model uses a unit to create the
control force between body and wheel masses. The motion equations of the car body and the wheel are written as:
mb 
zb  FS
(1)
mw 
zw  Ft  FS

The quarter model parameters are listed in Table 1.

3. Road Excitation Model
A periodic road excitation input has been used for simulation of suspension systems. The periodic input is used
for smooth road in order to evaluate ride comfort. It is
widely recognized that the road surfaces approximate to
Gaussian processes, having a power spectral density
(PSD) of the form [17]:

PSD  f  

(2)

where: (FS and Ft) are suspension and tire forces respecttively, in N.
(FS and Ft) are represented by the following equations:
Fs  ks  zw  zb   cs  zw  zb   u

(3)

Ft  kt  zo  zw 

(4)

Assume the following x1  zw , x2  zb , x3  zw , x4  zb
then x1  zw  x3 , x2  zb  x4 where mb and ms are the
masses of vehicle body and wheel in kilograms zb and zw
are the displacements of vehicle body and wheel, meters,
ks and kt are the suspendsion and tire stiffness respectively in N/m, cs is the damper coefficient in N·s/m, and
zo is the road input excitation, in meters.
By substituting Equations (1) and (2) in Equations (3)
and (4) we get.
x3 
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RCV n 1
fn

(7)

where:
Rc Road roughness coefficient.
f Road excitation frequency, Hz.

4. Robust Mixed H2/H with Pole-Placement
Controller
Noise attenuation or regulations against random disturbances are more naturally expressed in LQG or H2 terms.
Besides, H-synthesis only enforces closed-loop stability
and does not allow for direct placement of the closed-loop
poles in more specific regions of the left-half plane. Since
the pole location is related to the time response and transient behavior of the feedback system, it is often desirable

1
 kt  zo  x1   k s  x1  x2   cs  x3  x4   u  (5)
mw 
x4 

1
 k s  x1  x2   cs  x3  x4   u 
mb 

(6)

where; u is the control force from the hydraulic actuator.
By combining the equations and formulating them in a
state space form, we get:
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Figure 1. Semi-active suspension system.
Table 1. Quarter car parameters.
Parameters

Symbols

Quantities

Body mass

mb

250 kg

Wheel mass

mw

50 kg

Stiffness of the body

ks

16.8 kN/m

Wheel Stiffness

kt

180 kN/m

Damping Coefficient

cs

1.9 kN·s/m
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to impose additional damping and clustering constraints
on the closed-loop dynamics. This makes multi-objective
synthesis highly desirable in practice, and LMI theory
offers powerful tools to handle such problems.
Mixed H2/H-synthesis with regional pole placement is
one example of multi-objective design addressed by the
LMI. The control problem is sketched in Figure 2. The
output channel z is associated with the H performance
while the channel z2 is associated with the H2 performance
(LQG aspects) [18-20].
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T2

2
2







 Trace C cl 2 X 2 C clt 2 ,

does not exceed  if and only Dcl2 = 0 and there exist
two symmetric matrices X2 > 0 and Q such that [16]:
 Acl X 2  X 2 Aclt

Bclt


 Q

t
 X 2 Ccl 2

Bcl 
0
I 

(13)

C cl 2 X 2 
0
X2 

(14)

trace  Q    2

4.1. System Representation
Figure 2 shows the standard representation of the robust
output-feedback control block diagram where P(s) is the
plant and K(s) represents the controller that is usually of
the same order as the plant, let:
 x  Ax  B1 w  B2 u
z  C x  D w  D u
 

1
2
P ( s) : 
z
C
x
D
w
D



2
21
22 u
 2
 y  C y x  Dy1 w  Dy 2 u


(8)

 ζ  AK ζ  BK y
K s : 
u  C K ζ  DK y

(9)

and
 x cl  Acl xcl  Bcl w

CL :  z  C cl  xcl  Dcl  w
z C x D w
cl 2 cl
cl 2
 2

(10)

(15)

4.1.3. Pole-Placement Technique
The concept of LMI region [15,16,18,20] is useful to
formulate pole-placement objectives in LMI terms. They
are convex subsets D of the complex plane C characterized by:





D  z  C such that f D  z   L  Mz  M t z  0
where: M and L  L are fixed real matrices,
t

L  Lt  ij  and M   ij 
where: 1  i, j  m
z  x  iy = complex number.
More practically, LMI regions include relevant regions
such as sectors, disks, conics, strips, etc, as well as any
intersection of the above. Only a shift in the left-hand side
plane, as shown in Figure 3, is considered. Its characterZ

Be the corresponding closed-loop state-pace equations
with.
xcl   x ζ 

t

Denoting by T(s) and T2(s) the closed-loop transfer
functions from w to z and z2, respectively, are:
T2  s   C cl 2  sI  Acl  Bcl  Dcl 2
1

T  s   C cl  sI  Acl  Bcl  Dcl 
1

(11)
Figure 2. Output feedback block diagram.

4.1.1. H Performance
Lemma 1: The closed-loop random Mean Square (RMS)
gain for T(s) does not exceed γ, if and only if there exists
a symmetric matrix such that [16]:
 Acl X   X  Aclt

Bclt 


C cl  X 


Bcl
I
Dcl 

X  C clt  

Dclt    0
γ 2 I 

(12)

x  0

4.1.2. H2 Performance
Lemma 2: The closed-loop H2-norm of T2(s),
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Figure 3. Pole-placement region.
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istic function with Re  z   x   , is
f D  z   z  z  2  0 , Thus L  2 , M  1.
From a Theorem in [16,21], the pole-placement constraint is satisfied if and only if there exists Xp > 0 such
that:
ij X p  ij Acl X p   ji X p Aclt   0 with 1  i, j  m
(16)

4.2. Multi-Objective Design
Design an output-feedback controller u = K(s)y through
the minimization of a trade-off criterion of the form:
G  s    T

2


  T2

2
2

(17)

 Maintains the H-norm of T(s) (RMS gain) below
some prescribed value γ > 0.
 Maintains the H2-norm of T2(s) (LQG cost) below
some prescribed value ν > 0.
 Places the closed-loop poles in some prescribed LMI
region D.
For tractability in the LMI framework, convexity can be
enforced by seeking a common solution:

X  X  X2  X p

(18)

That can be obtained through the solution of Equations
(11)-(13), (16), [16,20,21].
An efficient algorithm for solving this problem is
available in function hinfmix of the LMI control toolbox
in Matlab.
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gated with different values of parameters (α, β, γ, and ν).
Figures 4-15 show the effect of parameters (α, β, γ and ν
on the suspension performance, and Table 3 shows the
root mean square for different parameters values. Table
4 shows the root mean square (RMS) values of system
response for passive and controlled systems. From the
table it is clear that the controlled system with H2/H
technique has a lower (RMS) value for the suspension
working space, body acceleration, and dynamic tire load
than the passive in improving the ride comfort. The mean
root square of suspension working space reach to 44.5%,
body acceleration 18.5%, and 20% for dynamic tire load.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, a semi-active suspension control with mixed
H2/H∞ with pole-placement control technique, the handling safety and riding comfort of vehicle regarded as
control aims, and mixed H2/H∞ technique is brought up.
Table 2. Different values of the tuning variable of RM H2/H.
Case No.

α

β

γ

ν

1

100

50

20

0.0001

2

200

50

20

0.0001

3

200

3

20

0.0001

4

200

50

2

0.0001

5

200

50

20

0.1000

5. Simulation Results and Discussion

Table 3. The (RMS) of suspension system performance.

In order to evaluate the ride comfort and handling safety
of active suspension system the dynamic deflection of the
suspension system and the dynamic tire load should be
considered except that the acceleration of sprung mass is
considered as an important index.

Parameters
α

Values

SWS (m)

BAC (m/s2)

DTL (N)

100

0.0117

2.14

616.4

200

0.0085

1.82

594.4

3

0.0117

5.45

1635

50

0.0085

1.82

594.4

2

0.0117

2.72

799.5

20

0.0085

1.82

594.4

0.1000

0.0117

2.55

1635

0.0001

0.0085

1.82

594.4

β

5.1. System with RM H2/H
The controller design technique is characterized by different types of Pole-placement relevant regions such as
sectors, half-planes, disks, conics, strips.
Each type has useful facility to put the poles in different
locations to obtain different dynamic performance. The
multi-objective design has tuning variables represented by
weighting coefficients α, β, γ and ν They affect the dynamic performance as shown in Figures 5-16.

5.2. Effect of α, β, γ and ν
A shift in the left-hand side s-plane (half-plane) is considered and different values of weighting coefficients α,
β and prescribed values of γ > 0 and ν > 0 for H- and
H2-norms are given in Table 2. Five cases were investiCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

γ

ν

Table 4. The (RMS) of active and passive suspension system.
Suspension type

SWS (m)

BAC (m/s2)

DTL (N)

Active

0.0085

1.82

594.4

Passive

0.0145

2.2315

742.898

Improvement %

44.5

18.5

20
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Figure 4. Suspension working space with different parameters of α.

Figure 7. Suspension working space with different parameters of β.

Figure 5. Body acceleration with different parameters of α.

Figure 8. Body acceleration with different parameters of β.

Figure 6. Dynamic tire load with different parameters of α.

Figure 9. Dynamic tire load with different parameters of β.

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Figure 10. Suspension working space with different parameters of γ.

Figure 13. Suspension working space with different parameters of ν.

Figure 11. Body acceleration with different parameters of γ.

Figure 14. Body acceleration with different parameters of ν.

Figure 12. Dynamic tire load with different parameters of γ.

Figure 15. Dynamic tire load with different parameters of ν.
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The vehicle can be influenced under the road excitation, so the mixed H2/H∞ with pole-placement control has
adaptive ability. Control performance criteria such as
suspension working space, body acceleration, and dynamic tire load are evaluated in time domain.
The controller design technique is characterized by
different types of Pole-placement relevant regions such as
sectors, half-planes, disks, conics, strips. Each type has
useful facility to put the poles in different locations to
obtain different dynamic performance.
The multi-objective design has tuning variables represented by weighting coefficients α, β, γ, and ν affect the
dynamic performance.
A comparison of passive suspension against semi-active suspension for random road excitation through numerical simulation based on a quarter car model has been
done. The simulated results reveal that the use of semiactive suspension with mixed H2/H∞ with pole-placement
control technique has obvious effect on the suspension
performance, and offers a considerable improvement on
ride comfort.
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